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A LONG TIME AGO IN A GALAXY FAR, FAR AWAY....
“ROSE KNOWS”

SITTING HERE WHILE THE REST OF US WORK, ROSE? DO YOU DO ANYTHING BEHIND THE SEASONS?

THE ONLY WAY YOU’RE GOING TO LEARN ABOUT YOUR NEW SHIP AND HELP WITH THE EVACUATION IS BY GETTING YOUR HANDS DIRTY.

I’M CLEARLY NOT AFRAID TO GET MY HANDS DIRTY, LARISLO.

BUT THERE ARE DIFFERENT WAYS TO LEARN, AND I’M LEARNING PLenty.

BESIDES, IT’S NOT EVEN MY SHIFt. I’M JUST DOING THIS FOR FUN.
THERE'S A REASON I'M THE HEAD MECHANIC, KID, BUT SIT YOURSELF DOWN.

LITTLE SISTER, YOU'VE GOT TO GET SOME SLEEP. MOVING INTO THE NEW SHIP HAS BEEN EXHAUSTING FOR EVERYONE, BUT LAZLO SAID THE CRUISER'S AUTOMATION REFIT IS COMING TOGETHER JUST FINE.

I'LL GO TO BED SOON, FAITH. PROMISE, BUT I NEED TO KEEP READING.

THIS SHIP IS SO DIFFERENT FROM THE OTHERS WE'VE SERVED ON, BIGGER, MORE COMPLEX. SOME OF THESE COMMANDS ARE IN CALAMARIAN!

ANYWAY, I ALREADY KNOW PLENTY ABOUT SLEEP. YOU'RE THE IMPORTANT ONE—THE GUNNER WHO NEEDS TO BE ALERT.

I MIGHT BE A GUNNER, BUT YOU'RE IMPORTANT, TOO. YOU'RE THE MECHANIC WHO WILL KEEP ME IN THE SKY IF THE FIRST ORDER FINDS US.
READING UP ON THE CRUISER, EH?

YES, IT'S THE BIGGEST SHIP I'VE EVER BEEN ON.

I HEAR YOU AND IT'S WEIRD, RIGHT? THE MON CAL SIGNS COULD SAY "RESTROOM" OR "GET PUNCHED IN THE FACE ROOM."

I GOT LOST THREE TIMES MY FIRST DAY HERE.

I DON'T KNOW HOW YOU MECHANICS DO WHAT YOU DO TO KEEP US FLYING, BUT PLEASE KEEP DOING IT.

I CAN'T BELIEVE I JUST MET THE POE CAMERON!